where s(12) equals the variance of the differences between the measurements for trial 1 and trial 2.
In objecting to the use of the intraclass correlation coefficient to evaluate reproducibility, Lin asserted that this coefficient treats the members of each trial 1-trial 2 pair of measurements as interchangeable (indistinguishable), although each member of the pair quite clearly belongs to either trial 1 or trial 2. The intraclass correlation was described by Lin as though it is a single coefficient, although the term intraclass correlation refers to a group of coefficients, most of which are ratios of covariance to total variance (variously defined) for measurements having a common metric. The first of these was developed by Pearson (1899 Pearson ( , 1901 as a way to estimate various aspects of fraternal resemblance, for example, the heights of sets of brothers. Given a sample of pairs of brothers, say, one might be interested not in the correlation in height between the older and the younger brothers, or the taller and the shorter brothers, but simply between brothers in general. In this case, the heights of the two brothers are logically interchangeable. Pearson suggested that this correlation could be estimated by entering the height measurements for each (x, y) pair of brothers twice into the computation of the usual product-moment correlation coefficient r, once in order (x, y) and once in order (y, x). If there are more than two brothers in each set, each possible pair of measurements is entered twice into the computation. Thus, the number of entries into the correlation is k(k -1), where k equals the number of brothers in each set. Pearson's procedure obviously becomes very tedious and time consuming as the number of brothers in each set increases. Harris (1913) therefore developed a simple formula for the intraclass correlation as a function of (a) the variance of the means of each set of measurements around the overall mean and (b) the variance of the total set of measurements.
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where s (12) is the variance of the differences between the measurements for column 1 and column 2. 
Note that equations (3) and (8) are identical except for the term (s(12)/n) in the denominator of equation (8). This term is the squared standard error of the differences between the measurements for column (or trial) 1 and column (or trial) 2. When it is zero, the intraclass correlation coeffi-

